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Amount of substance (Mole)

 Before the new definition, one mole was defined as 
“the amount of substance of a system which contains 
as many elementary entities as there are atoms in 0.012 
kilograms of carbon-12 isotope”. Avogadro number was 
defined as the number of atoms of carbon-12 isotope 
has in a mass of 0.012 kg. This is what every one of us 
has learned in Chemistry Textbooks in our high schools. 
Accordingly, the relative atomic mass of an isotope of 
an element was defined as the weight in grams of the 
number of atoms of the element contained in 12 g of 
Carbon-12. For example, the relative atomic mass of 
copper was found to be 63.546 and that mean 63.546 g 
of copper contains the same number of copper atoms as 
12 g of Carbon-12. Thus, it requires precise measurement 
of weight to experimentally determine the molar masses.  

However, the carbon-12 definition is no longer in use.  A 
new definition for mole has a direct relationship to the 
Avogadro number. 

 One mole contains exactly 6.02214076 × 1023 

elementary entities. This number is the fixed numerical 
value of the Avogadro constant, NA, when expressed in 
the unit mol–1 and is called the Avogadro number. 

 Inverting this relationship gives an exact expression 
for the mole in terms of the defining constant NA:
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 As explained in the previous discussion, the 
Avogadro number can be found using silicon spheres. 
Accordingly, in the future, any particular experiments 
involving mass measurements are not required to define 
a mole and therefore, do not involve any experimental 
uncertainties. Please do the following quiz to test your 
knowledge of silicon spheres.   

Quiz on Silicon Spheres 

Determine the number of silicon atoms 

in the above unit cell (n) 

Length of each side of the unit cell given above is a (in 

meters) and atomic mass of silicon is m (m =28.09 Da). 

Write an equation for the density (d) of silicon sphere 

using n, m, a, and NA. (NA is the Avogadro number)

Rest of the SI units will be covered in the next article. 

 Those who are interested in this subject further 
please go through the following references. 

• National Institute of Standard and Technology - 
https://www.nist.gov/si-redefinition  

• The International Bureau of Weights and Measures 
- https://www.bipm.org/en/home 

• http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/acloc.
html 
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Introduction

 Let me at the outset, share my thoughts with you 
regarding basic mathematics and its teaching. It is 
based on my teaching experience over the past couple 
of decades and based on what I learned for my O/L 

and A/L way back in the 1970s, almost 5 decades ago. 
I am deliberately using the word “decade” in order 
to emphasize an important point. The point being 
Mathematics, unlike, most other subjects, remains in 
your memory for a long, long time (maybe a lifetime) 
so that you may teach your grandchildren if needed. The 
“secret” is that there is no secret; it is simply a question 

Objective of this series is to take you through a series of topics under Basic Mathematics, one at a time, giving you 
an opportunity to appreciate, “like” (philic) and “catch” the subject. In introducing this series, I have written a 

few paragraphs to get the message across. However, the use of words will be reduced to a minimum as we cover the 
subject under different subtitles.
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of liking/loving the subject (so called Mathophilicity, a 
term coined by me) and applying the concepts learned 
in solving as many problems as possible 

 Refer to the LMS, library website of ICHEMC, and 
of course the internet.

Strategy

 My strategy would be to give worked examples 
(illustrative with all steps) giving you an insight into the 
various elements/concepts which you are expected to 
“Catch”. It is up to you to develop your own style and 
relevant skills through the recognition of patterns in 
understanding the concepts, thereby reducing memory-
based/rote learning to a minimum. 

      Q: 111,111,111 × 111,111,111?

       A: 12345678987654321         

        Q: 111 × 111?     

         A: 12321

 What about 111,111 × 111,111? Any observations? 
Can you answer based on the pattern?          

 If you are prepared to put pen to paper (plenty 
of them), then I can assure you success. Remember, I 
can only take the HORSE to the water, just as much as 
there may be two or more routes in a certain journey 
to a given destination, so are the methods involved in 
determining the solution to a given problem. Thus, we 
generally talk of “a method” rather than “the method” 
in arriving at an answer.

 Math cannot be taught, it has to be caught, a 
truism well exemplified by our language skills. How did 
you become conversant in your mother tongue? You 
caught it, right? In other words, mathematics is another 
language that has to be caught rather than taught. As 
teachers of mathematics, we can only facilitate the 
process of learning (rather than teach), enabling you to 
“catch” it. The adage “Use it or lose it” becomes relevant 
in this regard.  As far as mathematics is concerned, 
using the concepts in problem-solving is the key. 

 You may have not “caught” the essence [“joy”, 
“beauty” and appreciation”] in learning the subject 
in the formative years (primary education). It is never 
too late to “change your habits”, and enjoy the thrill in 
finding solutions to mathematical problems.

Use of Symbols

 Mathematics uses symbols, formulas, equations, 
etc. to express various relationships. The basic difference 
between Algebra and Arithmetic is the use of symbols 
instead of numbers. The following is an example of the 
application of Algebra in Arithmetic.

(a-b)(a+b) = a2 – b2

1001 × 999  = (1000+1)(1000-1)

                  = 10002 – 12

                  = 1000,000 – 1

                  = 999,999

 Specific symbols are used in keeping with the 
subject taught as illustrated below. Remember, symbols 
are part of the teaching tools and that is universally 
accepted. 

• Ideal gas law / equation PV = nRT 

Pressure (P), Volume (V) and Absolute Temperature 
(T) as the variables; 
n (fixed number of moles) and R (universal gas 
constant) being constants. 

• Boyle’s Law  PV = c (constant) at [T]

You can state this in words too. Mathematics makes it 
easier by representing it symbolically.

• Pythagoras theorem  a2 = b2 + c2

 All of us remember this. How? I may have studied 
this over 50 years ago but I have not forgotten the 
simple relationship where a, b and c represent the 
length of the three sides of a right-angled triangle. We 
can remember because it has been used many times in 
solving problems. 

Q: Write down the Arrhenius Equation and clearly 
identify all the symbols used

(A relationship learned in the study of chemical kinetics, 
part of lifetime memory!!)

  A: 
k Ae

E
RT�
�   

  
 k – Rate constant
 A – Arrhenius Constant or pre-exponential factor
  ∆E (or Ea) – Activation Energy
 R – Universal Gas Constant, 
  T – Absolute temperature
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Terminology

 Any discipline of study has a set of words 
(TERMINOLOGY) which form the CORE in 
understanding the subject. These words are highlighted 
to facilitate their recognition and to understand their 
meanings. I do not intend to define them one by one, 
though you should easily “catch” their meaning as it 
is presented to you with worked examples. Words and 
explanations would be minimal.  Let me repeat, develop 
your own style and skill in learning and understanding 
MATHS. 

Q1: A boy has the same number of brothers as sisters, 
his sisters have twice as many brothers as sisters. How 
many children are there in this family?

LO (Learning Outcome): Interpreting the Question 
(language skill), Generating and Solving a set of 
simultaneous equations using SYMBOLS. [This is a 
simple example of transforming the given information 
into mathematical expressions or equations; as a 
general convention, symbols x and y are used]

A1: Let the number of boys and girls be x and y 
respectively 

               x-1 = y  (1)

  2(y-1) = x (2)

     Now, let us solve and determine x and y.

     That is, substituting for x (as x = y +1) from (1) in (2),

     We have 2y – 2 = y + 1

     y = 3

     Hence, x = 3 + 1 = 4

Q2: Solve for x and y; 

  x2 – y2 = 4 (1)

  x + y = 2  (2)

LO: Able to Solve and Factorize in accordance what 
you have studied under algebra 

                              e.g.: (a-b)(a+b) = a2 – b2

A2: (1) is (x-y)(x+y) = 4; substituting x+y = 2 from (2),

we have (x-y) = 2 (3)

 adding (2) and (3), we have 2x = 4; x = 2

 Hence, y = 0

Q3: Factorize 3x2 – 8xy + 4y2

LO: Understand what is meant by the words in the 
phrase: expression of three terms x2, xy, y2

A3: (3x-2y)(x-2y) 
        
Q4: Simplify 

(2a – b)2 + 3a2 - 3b2 - a (4a - b) - (a+b)(a-2b)

(Note this is an expression of three terms, a2, ab, b2)

LO: Able to carry out simplification as a common 
exercise in general, involving opening/removing of 
brackets by multiplying paying due to attention to the 
signs (+/-) and bringing all the like terms together

A4: (2a – b)2 + 3a2 - 3b2 - a(4a - b) - (a+b)(a-2b)

 = 4a2 - 4ab+ b2 +3a2 - 3b2 - 4a2 + ab - a2 +ab +2b2

        = 2a2 - 2ab [bringing all the like terms together]

e.g.: 

a2 + 2a2 = 3a2, that is, we can add like terms together 
whereas in the case of unlike terms, say,

a2 + b2, they cannot be added and would remain as 
written.

GOOD LUCK!

Note: Being my first attempt in presenting this subject 
in parts (as a series), your feedback/ comments are 
welcome: send an email to razinmoh56@gmail.com


